EFG under the
Europeana DSI –
Role and tasks of
ACE, DIF and the film
archives

Co-funded by the Community Programme ICT- PSP

Activities and budget: ACE
Currently collections from 34 film archives and cinematheques available on
EFG
EFG Consortium represented in Europeana DSI through ACE and DIF
ACE budget (in EUR)

ACE tasks under the Europeana DSI:
Contribute to discussions around the Europeana aggregation infrastructure
innovation
Inform network of Europeana-related developments
Discuss and promote the Europeana Content Re-use Framework (not
available yet)
Participation in project meetings and conferences relevant to EFG
General dissemination
Subcontracting ACE archives for data contributions and data enrichment

Activities and budget: DIF
DIF budget (in EUR)

DIF subcontracting budget = mainly for technical work by CNR-ISTI
DIF tasks under Europeana DSI
Supervision and coordination of data enrichment and data delivery activities of
new and existing archives
Moderation between archives and the technical provider
Negotiations with potential further data providers (at least 4 archives)
Coordination of the potential technical enhancement of EFG, such as the
Metadata Editor
Coordination and negotiations with a streaming provider (reelport) where
necessary
Editorial control of the EFG front-end (news, institution and collection
description, etc)
Participation in meetings and conferences relevant to EFG

Survey
Survey among ACE archives to find out
Who is interested to do work for EFG under the
Europeana DSI
What each archive proposes to contribute in more
detail
How many work days your staff would need to carry
out the activities proposed by you
How the available subcontracting can best be
distributed

Funding can be received for
Giving access to new collections via EFG (from
existing and new partners)
Improving metadata quality of relevant amounts of
objects (from existing partners)

Survey among archives already connected
New contributions and/or data quality improvement
Questions in this survey will center around the
following:
What collection(s) do you plan to contribute?
How many objects will you make accessible?
What is their rights status?
How well are they described?
In what digital format are they available?
If you want to improve data already available in EFG:
what are your plans and how many objects will be
affected?
What method will you use to contribute the data to
EFG?
Will you be able to use existing import filters?
How many work days will your institution need to
invest?

Survey among archives not yet connected
Questions in this survey will center around the following:
What collection(s) do you plan to contribute?
How many objects will you make accessible?
What is their rights status?
How well are they described?
In what digital format are they available?
What method will you use to contribute data to EFG?
How many work days will your institution need to invest?

Additionally some questions about your local
database(s)
Use of vocabularies and standards
Way how filmographic and holdings data are stored
Way how persons and corporations are stored
Can you create XML exports in-house?
When could you provide a test XML export?

Next steps
ACE and DIF to send out survey to ACE members
next week
Deadline for replies from archives: 14 August 2015
Based on the feedback received:
Negotiations about concrete tasks and resources
needed between archives and DIF (August + early
September)
Confirmation of budget distribution and contractual
arrangements between archives and ACE (end of
September)
Archives to work on data contribution and/or
enrichment (October 2015 – February 2016)

Final data contributions need to be received by
March 2016

Next steps in general
Update of the EFG Content Management System
technical
and related software (ca. January 2016)
sustainability until 2019

Use Europeana DSI funding to develop clear strategy
for EFG
Invitation to ACE members to join EFG task force (setup November)
Focus on technical and conceptual development of
EFG
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